MANAGEMENT CONCEPTION DESIGNER PREPRODUCTION OF ELECTRONIC VEHICLES

Abstract: As a result of undertaken studies new conception of management is worked out by designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, leaning against single informative space of arrangement of electronic vehicle, operative management designer preproduction and control system by the resources of enterprise, allowing to promote management efficiency designer preproduction of electronic vehicles.
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Introduction

The offered conception of management embraces the next stages of creation of electronic vehicle designer preproduction of electronic vehicles: arrangement, constructing, preproduction, test and directly production of preproduction model of good [1, 3 - 5].

The feature of the offered conception of management of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles is that, leaning against single informative space of arrangement of electronic vehicle, operative management designer preproduction and control system by the resources of enterprise, a cost and prime price of preproduction model of electronic vehicle cutout is arrived at; reduction of terms of producing of new electronic vehicles; the competitiveness of enterprise rises at upgrading of electronic vehicles, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability [2, 6, 14].

An achievement such of results is maybe by means of application of the developed system of support of making decision, realizing a management the systems of arrangement and designer preproduction and their cooperation in single informative space, that changes maintenance of designer preproduction in a root, orients a management arrangement of electronic vehicle on the resources of enterprise, providing management efficiency designer preproduction on the whole [5, 8, 16].

Objects and problems

For realization of management conception it is necessary designer preproduction of electronic vehicles without the changes of technical equipped of production on the whole to modernize control system only. It is necessary to work out the system of support of making decision, providing with a managing personnel facilities, methods and instruments, providing possibility to realize the offered conception of management [7 – 11, 15].

For an enterprise - producer of electronic vehicles there is providing of management efficiency, including minimization of material production inputs new good or good with the parameters of quality and reliability, excelling analogues,
reduction of duration of process of production etc., maybe by the decision of management task exactly designer preproduction by means of choice of arrangement, parameters and properties of producible block of electronic vehicle (exactly as the completed structurally executed good).

The conceptual model of the automated management of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles looks like, brought around to a fig. 1. The designer preproduction implies producing of pre-production model of good with the parameters of quality, excelling analogues on condition of cost and unit cost cut out and reduction of terms of producing of good [16 - 19].

By analogy with existent classification of CASS of planning, making, tests of and other, the functions of components of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles are analogical to the functions of ERP -, MES -, PDM - systems, applied on the enterprises of instrument-making industry [12, 20]. Application of the functions realized in the developed system of support of making decision analogical to the functions executable PDM - by the system, provides integration of data about arrangement of electronic vehicle, got as a result of planning and design. The constituent of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction, realizing the functions of PDM, are the systems, executes a management data about electronic vehicles, including the design of electronic vehicle as an object of designer preproduction and management by arrangement of electronic vehicle [13 - 15].

![Fig. 1. Conceptual model of the automated management of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles](image-url)
Functions of MES - the systems in the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles suppose implementation of operative management designer preproduction of electronic vehicles on the basis of generated by the system of support of making decision of management scenarios realizing optimal maintenance and sequences of operations of arrangement on condition of observance of condition of management efficiency designer preproduction on the whole [14].

The constituent of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction, realizing the functions of ERP, are the systems, organizes interrelation with the customer of company-producer of electronic vehicles, management by the developed projects and determines the possible size of management efficiency designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, that will allow to the company to produce competitive good, save the markets of sale and get a profit at minimum material production inputs preproduction model of good.

The developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles supposes an association and active cooperation of functions of the examined systems with the purpose of achievement of the required properties, quality, reliability, to resonant and oscillation stability of electronic vehicles on condition of minimization materially - technical production inputs, achievement of cost expended on retraining and in-plant training of personnel effectiveness, expenses on consultative services of experts etc.

The system of support of making decision designer preproduction of electronic vehicles supposes implementation of functions of design of electronic vehicle taking into account setting and supposed external environments with the purpose of receipt of great number of effective decisions on a management by arrangement of electronic vehicle for the achievement of the required parameters of quality, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability of electronic vehicles. Realization of similar arrangement is possible by the managing affecting of designer preproduction, providing the achievement of financial viability of production of preproduction model of good, exception of tests, returns, revision of good, reduction of time, material production inputs and formalizations of knowledge and experience of experts.

In the conceptual model of the automated management the designer preproduction of electronic vehicles is distinguish next basic essence: management efficiency designer preproduction, electronic vehicle, model element of replacement. Every type of essence at the construction of conceptual model appears as a separate rectangle with the name inwardly, thus the dependent types of essences are represented in a double scope.

The attributes of essence appear as ellipses with the name of the attributes connected by a continuous line with corresponding essence (or by a relation). Every type of relation is shown as a rhombus with the name of relation inwardly. Thus a rhombus is surrounded by a double line, if a relation is set between a dependent type to essence, from existence of that it is in dependence. The separate elements of
It should be noted that for a management the designer preproduction of electronic vehicle is examine the technical and economic indexes of management (management efficiency) and stochastically up-diffused selections of managing influences, divided by teaching and verification for formalization of management process.

The conceptual model of management efficiency is brought designer preproduction of electronic vehicle around to a fig. 2. On a fig. 2 the attributes of essence are not shown, because we deal with a management designer preproduction of electronic vehicle a few levels of organization are distinguished in that, each of that includes elements from different levels, therefore in detail relations are explained in description to the conceptual model of the system of support of making decision.

![Fig. 2. Conceptual model of management efficiency designer preproduction of electronic vehicle](image)

Here it should be noted that for a management the designer preproduction of electronic vehicle is examine the technical and economic indexes of management
Management process implementation of certain sequence and maintenance of the managing influences sent both to arrangement of electronic vehicle implies designer preproduction of electronic vehicles and operative management by a personnel and resources of enterprise.

Thus, both for modern firms - producers of domestic electronic technique and for scientific and production enterprises airplane and rocket productions, a management process has identical procedure leaning against subjective presentations and skills of personnel in this area designer preproduction of pre-production model of good.

The unstructured and semistructured multicriterion tasks decide by means of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles. The decision of the examined multicriterion tasks will allow not only to improve quality, reliability, resonant and oscillation stability of electronic vehicles, but also to provide financial viability of production of pre-production model of good, eliminate tests, returns on the revision of good, to shorten time, material production inputs and formalized knowledge and experience of experts [15].

In the examined automated management [16] subsystems are distinguished: creations of preliminary character of good, implementation of design of object of designer preproduction, realizations of experimental researches on authentication and research of failing parameters, estimation of quality, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability of electronic vehicle, estimations of management efficiency designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, system of support of making decision, including the subsystems of receipt and treatment of knowledge.

It should be noted that each of them is fully independent and universal for the different sort of tasks, and also each of subsystems is characterized the high degree of no interaction, that allows to realize the different variants of the parallel including of components of the system and organize an interface for a few users with the simultaneous processing of data.

Examining the computer integrated production of electronic vehicles, characterized by the high degree of automation and application of computer-aided designs, it should be noted that, the object of designer preproduction is characterized repetition, concurrent execution of operations of arrangement and constructing, difficult internal organization.

On an electronic vehicle as an object of designer preproduction is laid on row of requirements on the parameters of quality, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability, it is here necessary to execute the requirements of financial viability and management efficiency designer preproduction, characteristic for the electronic vehicles of the different setting and external environments. All requirements, touching both arrangement and properties of electronic vehicle and management efficiency
designer preproduction of electronic vehicle, must be realized in developed system of support of making decision [15].

It should be noted presence and variants of differentiation of the developed system of support of making decision and degree of her use for different on purpose and to composition of objects of designer preproduction.

In the process of functioning the system of support of making decision carries out:

– Ground of necessity of initializing of management process;
– Task of type of object;
– Choice of setting of object;
– Analysis of external environments;
– Prognostication of the possible states of object by means of probabilistic criterion leaning against the base of knowledge and rule of support of making decision;
– Maps the state of object to his components and vice versa;
– Offers methodologies of upgrading, reliability, resonant and oscillation stability of electronic vehicle by means of the offered criteria of arrangement of block of electronic vehicle and constituents;
– Provides the selection of instruments of mathematical design;
– Contains explanations about that, how to work with the instruments of mathematical design;
– Identifies the unknown parameters of mathematical models by realization of experimental researches on a corresponding chart, methodology of the programmatic and technical providing of experiments;
– By means of the worked out criterion of management quality the designer preproduction of electronic vehicles (management efficiency) is watch rationality made alteration in a management designer preproduction of electronic vehicle and their influence is determined on the technical and economic indexes of management on the whole;
– Provides subsequent treatment of control program for a technological equipment, tuned to the same not only under a corresponding technological equipment but also under quality parameters, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability of electronic vehicle.

On the other hand this single cycle of management is mapped to some association of making electronic vehicles, subject to strict hierarchicalness, being with each other in different conceptual relations. It does not allow to talk about possibility of successive implementation of each of operations above some certain object, and supposes the presence of possibility of application of separate operation on the package (great number) of objects or great number of operations on one object, not except possibility of the simultaneous processing of great number of objects.

In the offered conception of management it is assumed designer preproduction, that the type of object for that make an electronic vehicle determines not
only external environments but also possibility of bringing of modifications in a management his designer preproduction( management effect), assuming variations of technical and economic indexes and some variations on speed implementations of designer preproduction. The base of knowledge and mechanism of receipt of decision are related to setting of object and object of exploitation, determined by the probabilistic criterion of management efficiency, that systematizes knowledge of experts and experience of specialists engaging in the problem of upgrading and reliability of electronic vehicles.

The variants of terms are possible exploitations that is taken into account in the mathematical model of object, that gives universality in-process designer preproduction the offered management. There is transformation of indexes of quality, reliability, to oscillation and resonant stability of electronic vehicle depending on the results of design on the basis of criteria of arrangement of object of designer preproduction. At changing of mathematical model of electronic vehicle management methodology is applicable designer preproduction either for other external environments or for other objects.

The hierarchy of the prospected objects of designer preproduction is characterized encapsulation, when the elements of subsequent levels consist of great number of elements of previous levels. Such the organization is possible for different objects, what universality of the offered algorithm allows to mark and to reflect his principles on a management by other systems.

Requirements to instrumental part are conditioned by realization of mathematical model as a complex of programmatic and technical facilities, supporting a receipt and transformation of informative character of electronic vehicle in accordance with the criteria of his arrangement. Also the distinguishing feature of instrumental part is methodology plugging in the arsenal of tools of the experimental setting equipped by rigging for authentication of failing parameters of object of designer preproduction.

A return to the management is needed designer preproduction, because virtual building on in form system of support of making decision, including designing complexes, brings in some changes in a structure and parameters of electronic vehicle, that must be passed on a management by designer preproduction and to watch rationality made alteration on the criterion of management quality designer preproduction of electronic vehicles (management effect).

A single algorithm taking into account all these facts differs in large universality and flexibility, because allows to reform on control system designer preproduction of any electronic vehicles without depending on their informative filling.

In respect of task of type of object, then it the simplified enough classification and scientific and practical interest here present not classification, and standing after it components of probabilistic criterion of management efficiency. The values of components of probabilistic criterion are identified in the process of educating of the system of support of making decision determine, take into account and visualize the base of knowledge of probabilistic descriptions of frequencies of refuses,
reasons of refuses, influencing active factors and correlation of technical and economic parameters for a management designer preproduction for the certain type of electronic vehicle and external environments.

The automated management designer preproduction of electronic vehicles is based mainly on dialogue instructions acting on behalf of accepting decision. In order that realization of such possibility took place, it is necessary to supply a person, a decision-making, by instruments, allowing to get, process and analyze information, and mechanism, for preparation of decision-making. To that end it is necessary to build the row of informative, programmatic, technical and intellectual subsystems of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles.

Management process implementation of certain sequence and maintenance of the managing influences sent both to arrangement of electronic vehicle implies designer preproduction of electronic vehicles and operative management by a personnel and resources of enterprise. Thus, both for the modern firms of producers of domestic electronic technique and for scientific and productive enterprises airplane and rocket productions, a management process has identical procedure leaning against subjective presentations and skills of personnel in this area designer preproduction of pre-production model of good [16, 19, 20].

The unstructured and semi structured multicriterion tasks decide by means of the developed system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles. The decision of the examined multicriterion tasks will allow not only to improve quality, reliability, resonant and oscillation stability of electronic vehicles, but also to provide financial viability of production of pre-production model of good, eliminate tests, returns on the revision of good, to shorten time, material production inputs and to build an algorithm knowledge and experience of experts.

Integration of the developed system of support of making decision is arrived at by implementation of row of functions of the systems of production of electronic vehicles, presenting the results of modulating, arrangement and management designer preproduction as data, mechanisms of processing of data and receipt of knowledge making the base of knowledge of the system of support of making decision.

The managing affecting process of designer preproduction acts from outside, in particular on behalf of decision making, in order to ratify the offered scenarios of managing influences of arrangement of electronic vehicle, corresponding to the condition of management efficiency designer preproduction. In a fundamental chart the variant of the use of the developed system of support of making decision is envisaged also for the design of electronic vehicles of the different setting and external environments with the use of the experimental setting for research of failing parameters or additional research of electronic vehicle and constituents.

The offered fundamental chart of the system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles will realize the mechanism of edu-
cating of the system of support of making decision, sent to adaptation of scenarios of achievement of necessary parameters, properties and arrangement of electronic vehicle under the existent terms of financial viability of production and corresponding technical and economic indexes of making of pre-production model of electronic vehicle.

Facial, decision making as the making developed system of support of making decision, it is necessary to distinguish the row of functions:

- preparation of information;
- input of information;
- implementation of design;
- preparation and input of information in the system of support of decision-making;
- analysis of the results got from the system of support of making decision;
- implementation of directive management directly designer preproduction of electronic vehicle, including of necessity executions of the given out recommendations.

For the decision of existent productive situations it is necessary formally to describe the actions of face of decision making, consisting in that his activity is presented by the task of great numbers of requests for implementation: designs, arrangements, operative management designer preproduction, research of management efficiency [14, 17 - 20].

Query on behalf of decision making can touch implementation of design, task of preliminary variant of arrangement, research of resources of enterprise on making of pre-production model of good and their variation.

Person an accepting decision, leaning against subjective knowledge and experience, can obtain the certain indexes of efficiency for some period of time and amount of heuristic iterations, however the developed system of support of making decision, leaning against the mechanisms of educating and multicriterion optimization, allows to bring down expenses and prime price of pre-production model of electronic vehicle; to reduce the terms of producing of new electronic vehicles; to promote the competitiveness of enterprise at upgrading of electronic vehicles, reliability, oscillation and resonant stability; to economize the facilities expended on retraining and in-plant training of personnel, expenses on consultative services of experts etc.

On results a design the system of support of making decision forms the components of criteria of arrangement of electronic vehicles, on results processing of statistical data are criteria of arrangement, on the basis of questioning of experts, from literary sources and statistics are management scenarios designer preproduction, coming from the analysis of technical and economic, skilled and other of indexes of production of electronic vehicles is management efficiency. Synthesizes all these indexes, the system of support of making decision prospects and processes, preparing information facial decision making [14 - 16].

Except the functions of search of optimal scenarios of achievement of the re-
quired parameters of quality, reliability, to oscillation and resonant stability of electronic vehicle in the process of designer preproduction the offered system of support of making decision, both produces variants and adaptst existing before methodologies oscillation, shock and other variants of defense of electronic vehicles from external influences to the existent economic terms and market mechanisms of development of production of electronic vehicles.

Similar family systematization is possible by means of statistical treatment of results of the expert questioning, formalization of procedure of management and forming of case frames for the certain types of electronic vehicles. Introduction of the offered innovations in the existent chart of management of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles will give an opportunity to tune the prospected management under the certain setting of the produced good and condition of exploitation, to attain optimal combinations of economic and administrative parameters of management designer preproduction of electronic vehicles.

For the achievement of the put aim it is necessary to organize questioning of experts concerning the estimations of priorities of results of application of the offered methodology of management of designer preproduction for different objects with subsequent statistical treatment of results of questioning. It is also necessary to estimate adequacy of the got experimental data, define priorities of parameters and their functional intercommunications and on them to produce the analysis of the got results with organization of feed-back for the estimation of efficiency of management of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles. As a method of decision of this task the method of analysis of hierarchies is applied.

Integration of the developed system of support of making decision is arrived at by implementation of row of functions of the systems of production of electronic vehicles, presenting the results of modulating, arrangement and management designer preproduction as data, mechanisms of processing of data and receipt of knowledge making the base of knowledge of the system of support of making decision [14 - 16].

The managing affecting process of designer preproduction acts from outside, in particular on behalf of decision making, in order to ratify the offered scenarios of managing influences of arrangement of electronic vehicle, corresponding to the condition of management efficiency designer preproduction. In a fundamental chart the variant of the use of the developed system of support of making decision is envisaged also for the design of electronic vehicles of the different setting and external environments with the use of the experimental setting for research of failing parameters or additional research of electronic vehicle and constituents.

The offered fundamental chart of the system of support of making decision of designer preproduction of electronic vehicles will realize the mechanism of educating of the system of support of making decision, sent to adaptation of scenarios of achievement of necessary parameters, properties and arrangement of electronic vehicle under the existent terms of financial viability of production and corresponding technical and economic indexes of making of pre-production model of electronic vehicle.
Conclusions

1. New conception of management is worked out by designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, leaning against single informative space of arrangement of electronic vehicle, operative management designer preproduction and control system by the resources of enterprise, allowing to promote management efficiency designer preproduction of electronic vehicles.

2. First it offers to examine designer preproduction of electronic vehicles as system determined and stochastic constituents, allowing depending on setting of object of designer preproduction to determine management scenarios for the achievement of the required parameters and arrangement of electronic vehicles.

3. Decision of stochastic task of management the receipt of functional dependences supposes designer preproduction for research of management efficiency including quality and amount of management cycles, allows to optimize the technical and economic and administrative indexes of management, that it is necessary to realize supports of making decision in the developed system.

4. The worked out conceptual model of the system of support of making decision, leaning against single informative space of arrangement of electronic vehicle, operative management designer preproduction and control system by the resources of enterprise, allows to provide the required properties, quality, reliability, resonant and oscillation stability of electronic vehicles on condition of minimization of material and technical production inputs, achievement of cost expended on retraining and on effectiveness.

5. Worked out informative and algorithmic providing of management, including the criteria of arrangement and management quality designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, designer preproduction of electronic vehicles, it is necessary to realize supports of making decision in the developed system.

6. Worked out algorithms of management designer preproduction, choice of types of objects and construction of model of electronic vehicle, including the stages arrangements, constructing, preproduction and tests of electronic vehicle, support intercommunication with the experimental setting with the corresponding rigging, allow to get failing information about the object of designer preproduction and estimate his parameters and arrangement without producing of pre-production model of good.
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